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1  Programming Languages and 
Generation of Computers

In this chapter, student get Knowledge about programming languages and its 
types.

E Teaching Objectives:
Student will learn:

l	 Classification of computers.

l  Programming Language.

l  Low level languages.

l  High level languages.

Teaching Tips:

 While teaching this chapter, tell your students that the computers are 
classified into many categories depend upon their size like mini, micro, 
mainframe and super computer. The super computer is best amongst all. 
Also tell your student that computer languages are means of communication 
with computer. They are of two type low level and high level. The low level 
language is again classified into
Machine language - (First generation)
Assembly language - (Second generation)

E Ask the students some oral questions like:
l		What are computer languages?
l		What are high level computer language?
l		Give some examples of fifty generation language?
l		What is assembly language?

 Evaluation:

 After explaining this chapter, let the student do the question give in the course 
book Exercise, tell the student to solve the questions given in worksheet. Teacher are 
expected to help the student in solving the questions.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Single Chip (a) 2.    Palm Top  (c) 3.    SUB (a)

B. 1.  False   2.    True  3.    True  4.   True  5.   False

C. 1.  Laptop.

 2.  i)    In micro computer the CPU are on a single Chip.

      ii)   They are designed to used by individuals.

           iii)  They are portable and occupy less space.

 3.  PARAM, IBM, Blue Gene.

 4.  The full form of ATM is automated teller machine. They use Embedded computers.

 5.  Third generation language includes simple programming language which were made using  
  simple commands. Where as forth generation language are designed to reduce overall time, effort  
  and cost of software development.  
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2 Number System and 
Computer Language

Teaching Tips:
 While teaching this chapter, tell your student that set of values use to 
represent different quantities is known as number system. There are many 
number system in the computer like (0-9) is a kind of number system whose 
base is 10 and are called decimal number system. The another type of 
system is one in which only two numbers 0 and 1, they are called binary 
number system.

In this chapter, student will learn about number system and computer languages.

E Teaching Objectives:
Student get knowledge about:
l  Number system.
l  Binary numbers, Decimal numbers.
l  Conversion form Binary to Decimal.
l  Conversion form Decimal to Binary.
l  Computer arithmetic.
l  Other programming languages like basic,visual basic, C programming.

They are few number system. They are:
l		Binary Numbers – it has tow digits 0’s and 1’s.
l		Octal Numbers   – it has eight digit 0 to 7.
l		Hexadecimal      – it has sixteen digits, i.e. 0 to 9 and A,B,C,D,E,F.

E Ask the student some oral questions like:
l		Which number system is directly understood by computers?
l		What are computer languages?
l		Name any tow third generation programming language?

l		What is FORTRAN?

 Evaluation:
 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Basic (b) 2.   Tim Berners-Lee (b) 3.   IBM team (a) 4.   10, Base2 (a)

B. 1. John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz   2.   Microsoft     3.   Tim Berners-Lee 4.   Brendan Eich

C. 1. The number system which are use to represent numbers form 0–9 and having base 10 are  
  called decimal number system. It has 10 numbers in its list.

 2. The tow digits that are used in binary number system are 0 and 1. Computer understand only this  
  number system.

 3. Decimal Binary
2
5
7
9

0010
0101
0111
1101

  4. 2  75 1
2 37 1 
2 18 0
2  9 1
2  4 0
2  2 0
  1

                                 

             Ans - 1001011(2)

 5. 1x27 + 1x26 + 0x25 +1x24 +1x23 + 6x22 + 6x21 + 1x20

  128 + 64 + 0 + 16 + 8 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 217(10)

 6. It is third generation event driven programming language and Integrated Development  
  Environment (IDE) form Microsoft for its computer programming model. This was originated  
  form old language basic. Visual basic is the most widely used computer programming language  
  in the history of software.

 7. The HTML is hypertext markup language. It was developed by Tim Berner’s-Lee in 1990. It is  
  used to create web pages on the world wide that contain hyper links to other pages.

 8. Java script was developed by Branden Eich and was known as live script. It was later renamed  
  to Java script in 1995.
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3 Merging Mails in MS Word

In this chapter, student will learn about mail merge feature of MS word.

E Teaching Objective:
Student will learn about:

l  Mail merge in MS word

l  Header and footer

l  Inserting and editing Header and footer

l  Printing Mail merged letter

Tips for teachers:
 While teaching this chapter, tell your students that the text which is 
printed at the head of each page is called header and which is printed 
on bottom of every page is called footer. Also tell them about mail merge 
one of true useful feature of MS word by using which we can print a 
single letter by many different have using data stored in a database file or  
excel file.

E Ask oral question like:

l		What is mail merge?

l		What do you write in main document?

l		What do you write in data source?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Top (a) 2.   Bottom (b) 3.   Insert (a)  4.   10 Digits, Decimal system.

B. 1. the letter 2.   Print  3.   Ans. Given 4.   Ok   5.   Printer

C. 1. The text which is printed at the head of each page in a document is known as header.

 2. The text which is printed at the bottom of each page in a document is known as footer.

 3. i) Click on insert tab, click on header and footer group. A drop down menu option showing the  
   style of header will appear.

  ii) Click on blank style or choose any other style. The header will be placed with blinking cursor.

  iii) Type the text which you want to apply as header.

  iv) Now click on footer option in the navigation group. The cursor will move to footer area. 

  v) Type the text for the footer.

  vi) Click on close header and footer option in close group. The header –> footer will be visible.

 4. Mail Merge is a feature which allows the user to create a large number of document form a  
  single template form and a data source well structured. It also help a single person to send a  
  single email to a group of different people.

 5. i) Open Microsoft word document and type the letter that you need to mail.

  ii) Click on mailing tab, click on Start Mail Merge, a drop down menu will appear. 

  iii) Click on step by step Mail Merge Wizard. Mail Merge navigation pane appear.

 6.  i) Title  ii)    First name  iii)    Last name iv)    Company name

  v) Address line 1 vi)   Address line 2  vii)   City  viii)   State          ix)    Zip code

 7. i) Click on Insert merge field option in write and insert field group in mailing tab. Insert merge  
   field dialog box will appear.

  ii) Select the list of the field that you want to insert. Click on first field name and then click on  
   insert. It will be inserted at the point now all the merge field are inserted in the letter.

 8. We print the letter to get a heard copy of that so that it can be send to individual person by it  
  same printed on it.
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4 Creating Tables and Charts  
in MS PowerPoint

In this Chapter, the student will learn about tables and charts in MS PowerPoint.

E Teaching objective: 

Student will explore and learn:

l   To create a table.

l   To draw a table.

l   Merging and splitting a column.

l   Enter data in a table.

l   Chart in PowerPoint.

Teaching Tips:
 While teaching this chapter, tell your students that PowerPoint allow 
us to create engaging presentation for side show, Meetings. This program 
allows the user to quickly and easily create professional looking presentation 
including pre define design and the ability to create animation. It also provide 
us the facility to present our data in form of rows and columns called tables 
and also we can create a chart out of that data.

E Ask the student some oral question like:

l		What are charts?

l		What are the advantages of writing data in a table?

l		Can we increase the number of rows in a table?

l		What is merging of columns?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. All the above (d) 2.   Any number (a)       3.   Merging cell (a)        4.   All of these (d)

B. 1. Pie Chart    2.   Layout tab   3.   Chart type   4.   Design, Layout, Format 5.   Plot Area.

C. 1. A table is a way to represent data in row and column.

 2. Merge cell - The merge cell is use to combine the data of two or more column in to a single column.

  Split Cell -  This is use to break the data of single cell into multiple column.

 3.  The chart is a pictorial representation of any data. By using chart we can display our data in  
  form of picture so that analysis be come easy. It make audience to visualize trend and pattern.

 4.  i) Pie chart - This chart can be used to compare different percentage of a complete data.

  ii) Column Chart - These chart are used to compare values in different categories with another  
   usually over different period of time.

  iii) Line chart - These chart examine how values fluctuate over time. Data is displayed in a set of  
   point connected by a line.

D. 1. In Insert tab on the Ribbon, click the table button. In the table group and then choose draw table.
  Or
  Insert –> Table –> No. of Row
                 No. of Columns
            And press Ok.

 2. i)  Click a table cell in the row above or below where you want to new row be appear.

  ii)  Under table tool, on the layout tab in the table group, click select and then click select Row.

  iii) Under table tool,on the layout tab, in Rows and Columns group do one of the following:

   a)  To add row above selected row, click Insert above.

   b)  To add row below the selected row, click Insert below.

 3. i)  Click the insert tab on the ribbon and then click the chart option. The insert chart dialog box  
   appear.

  ii)  Select chart category as Bar chart.  iii)  Click Ok to insert chart.
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5 MS Excel 2007

In this Chapter, the student will learn about Microsoft Excel a spreadsheet package 
use to make business graph and do calculations.

E Teaching objective: 
Student will learn the:

l  Introduction to MS Excel.

l  Starting to MS Excel.

l  Components of Excel.

l  Spread sheet and its parts.

l Creating new workbook and entering data in it.

l Creating simple formula using formula bar.

Teaching Tips:
 While teaching this chapter, tell the students that MS Excel is an 
application software that help us to store and analyse data. It is also use for 
doing calculations and making graphs. In excel the data is organised in form 
of row and columns. It is very useful for those who maintain accounts for 
sales, bill or do mathematical calculations.
 Explain the students the feature of MS Excel, how to start Excel, 
components of excel, spreadsheet, basic parts of spreadsheet, creating new  
workbook, entering data into worksheet and saving work.

E Ask the student some oral question like:
l		What is MS Excel?
l		What is spreadsheet and worksheet?
l		What is chart in excel?
l		What is use of formula bar?
l		What is cell?

 Evaluation:
 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Middle (c)  2.   Both (a) and (b) (c)  3.   Save (a)  4.   Exit (b) 

 5.   = A1 + A2 (a)  6.   A dark wide border (a)

B. 1.  Active Cell - It is the cell which is highlighted and currently being selected. 

 2.  Formula Bar - It is the bar which is used to enter formula. It is labeled with (Fx).

 3.  Cell - It is the intersection of a column and row where data is entered.

 4. Worksheet - The row and column connected together form a worksheet. It contain 256 column  
  and 65, 536 rows. It is like a single page of an entire note book.

C. 1. Microsoft Excel is a software that let you to create tables. It is also use to manage and organise  
  data. It is a spreadsheet package. It is use for calculations and making graphs.

 2. Cell Reference - a cell reference refer to a cell or range of cell on a worksheet and can be used  
  in formula 80 that excel can find the value. The cell reference are of two types:

  i) Relative cell reference  ii)   Absolute cell reference

 3. Spread sheet is a grid of data divided into column. It is long page present in rolled form in MS Excel.

 4. i) To enter data into active cell- activate the cell by clicking on it with mouse. The cell border  
   will become darken to indicate it is active cell.

   OR

  i) Click in the formula bar and being typing.

  ii) One you have been finished typing, press the enter key on the keyboard or click on enter  
   button on the formula bar to accept the changes to the cell.
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6 Editing in MS Excel

In this chapter, the students will learn about MS Excel. (Inserting, Editing and 
Modifying Cell and Rows and Column)

E Teaching Objectives:
The students will learn:

l Selecting data.

l Inserting Row and data column.

l Aligning data in a column.

l Using Auto fill feature.

l Deleting and Renaming a worksheet.

l Printing a worksheet.

Teaching Tips:
 While teaching this Chapter, tell your students that in MS Excel we can 
do many operations like we can insert blank cell in between two cell, we 
can insert blank column and row any where in the height of the row and 

width of the column by using auto fill facility.

E Ask the students some oral questions like:

l		What is a row and column?

l		What is a spread sheet?

l		What are grid lines?

l		How auto fill is useful?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Arrow (b) 2.   Delete it (b) 3.    Left  (a)

B. 1. In a worksheet, simply click on particular cell to select it.

 2. i)  Select any cell which you want to select.
  ii)  Press and hold the shift key from key press space bar.
  iii) Release shift key and space bar. The entire row get selected.

C. 1. Cell   2.   Ans Given  3.   Cell group of home tab.  4.   Insert cell  

 5.  Insert dialog box appear   6.   Shift cell right/shift cell down.  7.    Insert command

D. 1. We need to select the data, so that we can perform various operations on it.

 2. i)  To delete the data, first we need to select the data by pressing shift + → arrow.
  ii)  Then press delete (Del) key from the keyboard or right click on that cell.
  iii) A pop up menu will appear, then click on Delete.

 3. i) Click on the column, where you want to insert a column in a work sheet.
  ii) Then click on insert command button in the cell group of home tab.
  iii) Click on insert cell on the drop down menu. The insert dialog box opens with the following  
   options: Shift cell up, shift cell down, shift cell right.
  iv) Click on any one option, the new cell get inserted in the blank worksheet.

 4. The way to display how the text or number are positioned in the cell are called alignment. The  
  alignment are left, right or middle of the column.

  i)  Right align - This alignment place the text in the right side of the column.
  ii)  Left align - This alignment place the text in the left side of the column
  iii)  Centre - In this alignment the text is placed in the center of the column.

 5. i)  Select the row or place the cell pointer on any cell in the row.
  ii)  Click on home tab on the Ribbon.
  iii)  Click format from the cell group and click Row height options from the list.
  iv) Enter desired value in the box and Click OK.

 6. If a worksheet is created and then a person feel it is not needed. The person can delete the  
  entire worksheet the steps are as follows:

  i)  Click on the worksheet you want to delete.
  ii)  Click on home tab in the Ribbon.
  iii)  Click on drop down arrow, select Delete from the cell group.

  iv)  A message box will appear asking the confirmation. Press OK .

 7. The Auto fill Feature in MS Excel allow us to fill any range with series of data instead of writing  
  manually. It may be numbers or week days, month or any series.
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7 Knowing QBasic

In this chapter, students will learn about ideal programming language for  
beginners, i.e. QBasic.

E Teaching Objective:
Students will learn:

l	 Introduction of QBasic.

l	 Creating new program.

l	 Saving and Run a program.

l	 Components of QBasic window.

Teaching Tips:

 While teaching this chapter, tell the students that QBasic is a programming 
language developed by Microsoft for use in MS-DOS operating system. 
It is an ideal programming language for beginners, because of it intuitive 
command, simple structure of it intuitive command, simple structure and 
flexibility. Tell the students that with a programming language you can make 
any types of program/software/games etc.

 Explain the students about the history behind basic language, how to 
start QBasic and how to make program in it.

Ask your students some oral questions based on this chapter:

l	 What is QBasic?

l	 What are operators in Basic?

l	 What are constants and variables?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Basic  (b) 2.   Menu bar (b)  3.   Let  (c)  4.   9 (b)

 5. CLS  (a) 6.   The numeric variable C is assigned the expression A + B. (c)

 7. “5 * 6” (b) 8.   Alt + F (c)  

B. 1. Print < constant/ variables / expression > e.g. Print M <“one”>

 2. INPUT < variables> e.g. INPUT A, INPUT B.

 3. REM <Comment> 4.   CLS 5.   END 6.   LET <variable> = <value> e.g. Let A = 70.

C. 10 Let A = 10

 20 Let B = 20

 30 Let sum = A+B

 40 Print “sum is” + sum.

D. 1. QBasic is a programming language developed by Microsoft to be used in MS-DOS operating  
  system. It is an ideal programming language for beginners because of its intuitive command.

  The components of QBasic window are:

  i) Title Bar - It show the path where QBasic is Installed.
  ii) Menu Bar - Menu bar contain various options for working of the program.
  iii) Program mode -It is the area where we write the program.
 2. The let command is used to assign value to the variable.
  LET  X = 60  LET Name $ = “D. K. VERMA”

3. INPUT command allow the user to enter the information at the time of running of program.

 INPUT “Enter your Name”, N$.

 INPUT “ Enter Age”, Age.

4. The Rules to follow while giving names to variables:

 i) Variable names can have maximum 40 character

 ii) Variable names can have alphabet, numbers and decimal point.

 iii) Variable name cannot be reserved words and must begin with letter.
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8 Internet- Requirements  
and Benefits

In this chapter, students will learn about Internet, Requirement for Internet, Email 
and terms related to Internet.

E Teaching Objectives:

l Internet

l Requirement for Internet

l	 Internet explorer

l	 Use of Internet in daily life

l	 Term related to Internet

Teaching Tips:

 While teaching this chapter, tell the students that Internet is a network of 
computer throughout the world. It connect thousands of network and billions 
of user around the world. Through Internet several services are offered to 
users like world wide web, email, instant messaging, online services etc.

 Explain the students about the Internet. How the web work, web browser 
and HTML tags. Also explain them about email and messaging services.

E Ask them some oral questions based on this chapter:

l	 What is Internet?

l	 What is WWW?

l	 What is Website?

l	 What is Email?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Computers (a) 2.   access (c) 3.   Email (b)  4.   Website (b) 

 5.   Uniform Resource locator (a)  6.   gmail.com (a)

B. 1. Search  Engine    2.   Computers 3.   World wide web.   

 4.   Mozilla fire fox and chrome   5.   Email

C. 1. Internet is a technology that millions of computers around the world get connected together  
  to share informations.

  Uses of Internet are:

  i) Email - By using Internet we can communicate with a person who is sitting in another part of  
   the world in a fractions of second.

  ii) Education - It is a popular medium used by students for educational purpose like fineling  
   study material or for applying in different colleges or universities.

  iii) Business - by using Internet it become easier for buyer and seller to sell their products and also  
   advertise.
 2. A computer network means two or more computer are connected together with means of cable  
  or any other device and can share information and other resources.

 3. Web page  - The page full of information on Internet is called web page.

  Website     -  The collection of many web pages together makes a website so they both are  
          different from each other.

 4. The key words play important role in searching any information. On the basis of those key  
  words only these search engine search for required information.
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9 Advance features of  
Surfing Internet

In this chapter, students will learn about advance features of surfing on Internet.

E Teaching Objective:
l	 Evaluation of Internet.

l	 Locating sites on Internet.

l	 Working with web page.

l	 Selecting a link, saving a web page.

l	 Accessing the history folder.

l	 Chatting and video conferencing.

Teaching Tips:

 While teaching this chapter, tell the students that Internet is a wonderful 
tool which make our work easy in day to day life. By using Internet we can 
locate various sites which contain different topic on every web site. The 
hyperlink are there when one click on those hyperlink the control moves to 
next page or another websites. If user like any web page they can also save 
those web pages. The chatting and video conferencing are excellent tool 
provided by Internet.

Ask some oral questions:

l	 What is website and Web page?

l	 What is a hyperlink?

l	 What is chatting and video conferencing?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Internet (a)  2.   Search engine (b) 3.   File (a)  4.   View (a)

B. 1.  Internet Protocol - It is the principal communication protocol in Internet suite by which data is  
  sent from one computer to another on the Internet.

 2. Hyperlink - A hyperlink is a word, phrase or image that when click on the control move or jump  
  to new page or new document or new website. The hyperlink are found in nearly all web page.

 3. Video conferencing - A video conferencing is a live, visual connection between two or more  
  people residing in separate location for the purpose of communication.

C. 1. We need to save a web page so that it need not to search that page again and again when we  
  need the same information. It save time and effort.

 2. The four search engines are:

  i) google.com ii)   khoj.com  iii)   altavista.com  iv)   bing.com

 3. To access particular website, you must know the address of that web site. When me want to  
  open any website. Type the name in Address bar of web browser. The web browser then make  
  a request to provide the requested page. Then server search the requested information and  
  sent to users computer and stored there in form of cookies.

 4. Chatting - It means talking to other people who are using Internet at the same time you are  
  using usually this “Talking is the exchange of typed-in message requiring one site as the  
  repository for the message and a group of user who take part from any where on the Internet.
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10 Virus and Antivirus in Computer

In this chapter, students will learn about destructive programs which damage our 
data called virus.

E Teaching Objectives:
Student will learn about:

l Computer virus.

l	 Types of virus.

l	 Scanning with an Antivirus.

Teaching Tips:

 While teaching this chapter, tell your students that there are some 
program that are deliberately written to damage data. These are known as 
virus. A virus can affect your computer badly and destroy our all data stored 
in our computer. They are intentionally created that they spread rapidly and 
can affect maximum number of computer.

E Ask the student some oral questions like:

l	 What are computer virus?

l	 What is an Antivirus software?

l	 Write any 3 way to get virus infection?

 Evaluation:

 After Explaining the chapter, let the students do the question given at the end 
of chapter. After solving the workbook exercise the teachers are expected to give the 
exercise given in the worksheet as a class test.
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Answers of the Textbook

A. 1. Large (b) 2.   Trojan horse (b) 3.   File Infector (c) 4.   Antivirus (a)

B 1. This virus add a virus code to the regular programming code within program files. When the  
  regular infected program files run, other program files run, other files also get infected.

 2. This virus attach itself to the boot sector of the disk. Boot sector is the part of disk where  
  all the start up instructions are kept. This dangerous virus destroys this sector which is loaded  
  into memory. Every time disk is booked.

C. 1. The virus are malicious program that are intentionally written to damage data. A virus can  
  effect our computer badly and destroy all data.

 2. i) Trojan horse  ii)   Woron  iii)   File Infector 

  iv)   Boot sector virus. v)   Email virus.

 3. Antivirus is a set of instructions that detect the type of virus in the computer. It protect computer  
  from virus.

 4. Scanning with Antivirus involves:

  i) Open the folder containing files, Right click on the file. A menu of List is open.

  ii) Click on Antivirus name e.g. Quick heal your scanning will start and message will display  
   whether file is infected or not.


